
We are very pleased that we have achieved our goal of increasing the rate of customer inquiries via digital 
channels. And we thank transcosmos for leading various initiatives towards the goal. Through this project, 
we recognized that digital channels will not replace the existing channels such as phones and emails. It is 
important for us to communicate to our customers how they can utilize various channels including phones, 
emails, and chat, based on the characteristics of each channel. By doing so, customers can choose their 
preferred option according to their lifestyles and occasions, which is critical for customers. We will continue 
to carry out initiatives with transcosmos to find the optimum solutions. Through the process, we aim to 
grasp customer insight – the mission of our contact center – and make the center a profit center working 
together with our system and product development departments. Kyowa Co., LTD

fracora Digital Contact Center Manager

Chika Yamazaki

* The comment, position and other information above are at the time of interview conducted in August 2022

transcosmos helps fracora, an anti-aging skin care brand, raise the 
rate of customer inquiries via digital channels to 40% in two years. 
Multichannel customer services tailored to customer needs bring 
greater convenience to fracora customers.
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Case Study

Kyowa

Challenge

■  Find a partner company who can help make a digital shift and build channels to achieve Kyowa 
      contact center’s mission – Shift to online from offline.
■ Create customer service flows tailored to the preferences of fracora’s main target customer base 
      (women in their 40s to 60s).

Service

Digital shift services to bring fracora customer communication channels to online 
■ Prepare inquiry service flows and enhance channels: Deployed a concierge customer service 
     (V-IVR) as well as agent chat/chatbot services in addition to the existing call and email channels. 
     Organized inquiry service flows tailored to the needs of fracora customers.  

■ Guide to the concierge customer service via digital channels:  Utilized SMS to send information 
     to supplement call agents’ explanation during customer calls. Informed callers after business
    hours of chat services. Printed QR code on member’s magazines, detailed statements and other 
     items to make customers access the V-IVR service. Planned and executed an agent chat experience campaign. 

■ Utilize VOC and fine-tune chatbot scenarios:  To boost the utilization of digital channels, made a 
     proposal to revise chatbot scenarios and chat responses based on the survey covering users 
    who have experienced the services. Developed customer service flows that match with customer  
    preferences and key features of each channel. 

Benefits

■  The rate of customer inquiries via digital channels, the majority of which were via emails, stood  
    at 6% before launching the project. The rate rose to 20% by offering multichannel options. 
     Furthermore, transcosmos utilized VOC to fine-tune chat scenarios and responses, and carried 
     out initiatives to guide customers to digital channels. Ultimately, the rate reached as much as 40%,  
      while bringing greater convenience to fracora customers. 
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www.trans-cosmos.co.jp
transcosmos is a
 "Privacy Mark"

 certified company

Contact Us

g_sales@trans-cosmos.co.jp
* We provide a multitude of various other services. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at any time.
* For details on service pricing, please contact any of our sales representatives.  * transcosmos is a registered trade name or trademark of transcosmos inc.
 in Japan and other countries. * Other company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective companies.transcosmos inc.

Services provided to Kyowa

Initiative1 Enhance inquiry
flows/service channels

● Launched a concierge customer
   service.
● Increased channels.
   (agent chat/chatbot)
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Initiative2
Guide to the
concierge service via
digital channels

● Guided to the concierge customer
   service via SMS.
● Informed the service via member’s
  magazine, e-newsletter,
  delivery box, and bill.

Initiative2 Utilize VOC/Fine-tune
chatbot scenarios

● Conducted a customer survey.
● Analyzed VOC. Fine-tuned
  chatbot scenarios.
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Offline to online, a shift to digital channels

　Kyowa Co., LTD. (Kyowa) offers the No.1 anti-aging skin care items 
under the fracora brand, which pursue cutting-edge beauty products. 
In March, 2020, Kyowa drastically changed its marketing policy and 
exited from television commercials, its long-term pillar for acquiring 
new customers. The company considered that it must shift to online 
from offline, in particular websites and web marketing to capture 
women in their 40s to 60s as its main target customer base. To 
achieve this goal, Kyowa kicked off a project to make a shift to online 
from offline, setting the year 2019 as DX Year 1. 
　At that time, the majority of customers made inquiries via phone 
calls. So, it was essential for Kyowa to build a base for making 
customers embrace digital channels and tools. Recognizing the need, 
transcosmos offered three digital shift initiatives that help Kyowa shift 
its customer communication channels to digital.  
* Source: Cosmetics Marketing Directory 2021 2020 results, FUJI 
KEIZAI CO., LTD.

Activate customer communication with three initiatives 
toward achieving a digital shift

　1. Organize inquiry flow and enhance channels: transcosmos 
launched a concierge customer service using visual interactive voice 
response (V-IVR) technology. With an intuitive user interface, the 
concierge-style service guides customers who are not familiar with 
online channels to service information and website user guide pages. 
In addition, to bring greater customer convenience, transcosmos 
expanded customer communication channels, adding agent chat and 
chatbot to the existing channels, call and email. 
　2. Guide to the concierge customer service via digital channels: 
transcosmos made the most of digital channels to offer more 
convenient services for fracora customers. For example, for inquiries 
that are difficult to serve over the phone, transcosmos utilized short 
message service (SMS) to inform callers of a URL to a detailed 
information page, which gives customers easy-to-understand answers 
to clarify explanations given by call agents. For after business hour 
calls, transcosmos used automated messages to guide callers to the 
concierge customer service. In addition, with the aim of bringing more 
existing customers to digital channels, transcosmos put a QR code on 
member’s magazines, e-newsletters, product delivery boxes, and on 
detailed statements. Moreover, to make the customers try and 
experience chat services and promote the channels, transcosmos 
planned an agent chat service experience campaign, and carried it out 

with Kyowa. During the campaign, customers who had used the agent 
chat services could get Fra Coins, which they could exchange for 
fracora brand items and experiential rewards. After executing a variety 
of initiatives to drive digital channels and enhance user convenience, 
customer inquiries via agent chat services increased by 4.5 times 
since the project kick-off.  
　3. Utilize VOC and fine-tune chatbot scenarios: transcosmos 
also planned and conducted a customer survey to continuously 
elevate digital channel customer convenience. transcosmos first 
carried out a research on customer requirements on agent chat and 
chatbot services, then analyzed the results of the survey as well as 
customer inquiry data accumulated in the contact center. Building on 
the findings, transcosmos then drastically revamped chatbot 
scenarios, thereby successfully increasing the channel usage rate.  

Inquiries via digital channels rose to 40% in two years, 
bringing greater customer convenience

　Before launching the project, the rate of customer inquiries via 
digital channels stood at only 6%, the majority of which were via 
emails. Now, after providing multichannel service options including 
agent chat, chatbot, SMS and V-IVR, the rate reached over 20%. 
What’s more, by constantly fine-tuning chat scenarios and extending 
the scope of chat services, the rate kept rising and reached 30%, 
achieving the Year 1 goal. transcosmos didn’t stop there, but 
continued to carry out initiatives to raise digital channel awareness 
and boost customer convenience even higher by redesigning chat 
windows and updating V-IVR based on the voice of the customers 
(VOC). As a result, the rate rose to 40% in two years, approximately 
sevenfold of the initial rate. In addition, the initiatives lowered the call 
channel usage, contributing to Kyowa optimizing its operational costs.  

Future initiatives

　Now that Kyowa has achieved its digital shift, the company in partnership 
with its contact center aims to grasp real customer needs. To achieve 
that goal, Kyowa will continue to analyze VOC and web behavioral data 
collected throughout the customer journey from pre- and post-purchase 
to the cancellation phase. Making the most of the findings, Kyowa aims 
to enhance its marketing strategies such as running more effective 
advertisements than ever before. transcosmos will continue to help 
Kyowa create and deliver an even more effortless customer 
experience, assisting the company from all aspects from deploying 
and managing tools to carrying out plans to achieve greater results. 
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